
ADOPTION AGREEMENT (Adopt a FRASADA FOOD’s tree) 

 

Between Mr./Mrs./Miss ________________________________________________________________________________ born to 

_______________________________, Tax Code ___________________________________________________________address 

_____________________________________________ ____________, Phone (Whatsapp) _______________________________ 

E-mail ___________________________________________________ 

AND 

Mr. Farruggio Santo, born in Palagonia (CT) on July 22, 1960 currently resident in Palagonia (CT), via Marsala n°24, ZIP 

CODE 95046, Tax Code FRRSNT60L22G253O, V.A.T. 04055250874, owner of company farm “FRASADA FOOD”, in the 

countryside of Mineo (CT) (In C.da Palma for the orange trees, in C.da Coffa SS. Sacramento for the olive trees and in C.da 

Passo Del Cantone for the almond trees), the following is agreed and stipulated: 

1) Mr./Mrs./Miss _________________________________, with this agreement, intends to adopt n°___ ORANGE TREES; 

2) Mr./Mrs./Miss _________________________________, with this agreement, intends to adopt n°___ OLIVE TREES; 

3) Mr./Mrs./Miss _________________________________, with this agreement, intends to adopt n°___ ALMOND TREES; 

4) Mr./Mrs./Miss _________________________________ undertakes to send a signed copy of this agreement via E-mail 

(info@frasadafood.com) (Regulated pursuant to art. 1472 of the Italian Civil Code "Future sale of the fruit of a tree", 

valid for one year from the date of stipulation);  

5) Mr./Mrs./Miss _________________________________, pursuant to art. 54 (Italian Consumer Code), can exercise the 

right of withdrawal by promptly sending communication via E-mail (info@frasadafood.com) within 30 days from the 

date of signing this agreement; 

6) Mr./Mrs./Miss ____________________________________ undertakes to make the advance payment of                                       

€. _____________________________on C/C Banca Mediolanum payable to FARRUGGIO SANTO: 

IBAN: IT 76 M 03062 34210 000002029884 - Codice BIC MEDBITMM 

7) The agreed amounts, for each plant, are as follows (The fees are with free shipping throughout Italy. For foreign 

countries shipments, consult the attached price list. In case of multiple adoptions, 10% off. It is possible to choose, upon 

notice via E-mail (info@frasadafood.com), for the harvesting of the product directly in the farm):  

 ALMOND TREE, with a guaranteed production of 20 kg/Tree of product in shell (Hulled and dried under 

the sun of our Sicily Land), fee 120,00 €/Year; 

 OLIVE TREE, with a guaranteed production of 10 liter of Extra Virgin Olive Oil (Cold pressed)/Tree, fee 

170,00 €/Year; 

 ORANGE TREE (Tarocco), with a guaranteed production of 50 kg/Tree (Mixed size), fee 140,00 €/Year 

8) Mr. Farruggio Santo undertakes to return a copy of this contract countersigned by e-mail with the total invoice, 

reported in point 6;  

9) Mr. Farruggio Santo undertakes to send a regular invoice for the amount indicated in this agreement, after having 

been credited to the bank account;                                        

10) Mr. Farruggio Santo undertakes to send via E-mail a photo of the plant adopted marked by a code formed by the row 

and the number of the plant in that row;                                     

11) Mr. Farruggio Santo undertakes to periodically inform via E-mail or Whatsapp, all operation carried out on the plant 

(E.g. Irrigation, fertilization, pruning, plowing, etc.);                                         

12) The shipment will take place according to the ripening times of the fruits (August for almonds, November for extra 

virgin olive oil, December/February for oranges); 

CONSENT TO THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

This information is provided in compliance with art. 13 of the Italian Legislative Decree n.196/2003. The data you provide will be processed by the owner of the "FRASADA FOOD" 

farm, registered in Farruggio Santo resident in Palagonia (CT) in via Marsala n. 24, ZIP code 95046, Tax Code FRRSNT60L22G253O, VAT number 04055250874, exclusively for the 

purposes related to the provision of the requested product or service and for purposes not exceeding the purposes of the collection. The processing will take place by adopting all 

appropriate security measures to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the data in accordance with the current code on the protection of personal data. The data you provide will 

not be disclosed or transferred to third parties, without prejudice to the communication or dissemination of data requested in accordance with the law, by police forces, by the judicial 

authority, by information and security organizations or by other public entities for defense or state security purposes, prevention, detection or repression of crimes. At any time, as 

an interested party, you can exercise the rights mentioned in art. 7 of the Italian Legislative Decree 196/2003. The provision of data is optional, but refusal to provide them makes it 

impossible to respond to your request. By submitting this form, you declare that you have read the privacy policy and consent to the processing of your data for the purposes and in 

the manner indicated. 

PLACE AND DATE ________________________     

   

CONTRACTOR SIGNATURE                                                                                                                               SIGN  

 _________________________                                                                                                                   FARRUGGIO SANTO 
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